ABSTRACT The operating conditions for industrial batch production often cover a wide range in order to produce different products. Inconsistent working conditions and recipes may change the data properties, but the generated batches may share similar mechanisms in terms of their qualitative and quantitative knowledge domains. In this paper, we propose a transfer learning framework for both domains to improve the efficiency of monitoring in similar batch scenarios. First, a statistical pattern clustering strategy is developed for assessing and separating similar conditions. Based on this strategy, the phase-based generalized Procrustes analysis and the ordinary Procrustes analysis are proposed to produce the nominal representations and also to transfer quantitative knowledge by accommodating batch-wise and recipe-wise discrepancies. Furthermore, a multiphase Bayesian network is constructed for qualitative knowledge transfer and statistical modeling with the nominal representations. Finally, a systematic monitoring flowchart is established for fault detection and isolation based on a just-in-time transfer strategy. Under this framework, the efforts required for similar process modeling can be reduced and the monitoring efficiency can be improved. The feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed diagram for industrial uses are validated on a fed-batch penicillin fermentation process.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over recent decades, the batch production mode has played an important role in various industries such as food processing, pharmaceuticals, and chemical engineering [1] - [5] . Compared with continuous production, batch production has the inherent advantage of a flexible production capacity. Typically, industrial batch processes can produce a variety of pre-designed low-volume and high-value products by changing the operating conditions or ingredient recipes in order to meet the ever-changing requirements of markets and customers [6] . To ensure safe and reliable batch production, intelligent process modeling and monitoring have been investigated widely in academia and industries [7] - [11] .
Technically, there are two main methods for understanding batch processes: the first principles method and the data-driven method [12] . The first principles method is suitable when the fundamental kinetic details can be induced [13] . However, such knowledge will always be insufficient due to the high process complexity. Alternatively, the data-driven method directly develops a cost-effective process model by using all of the available empirical data or knowledge, which makes it more appealing in practice [14] - [17] . However, the performance of the datadriven model will be degraded when the operating conditions should undergo frequent updates [18] . In real-world industries, different product specifications should be manufactured using particular recipes, operating conditions, or even equipment [19] . As a consequence, the traditional methods will be invalid and the repeated modeling is required for a new recipe. Obviously, this procedure can be expensive, inefficient, and unsustainable [20] .
In this study, we refer to the old process as the source process and the new process as the target process. In addition, knowledge from the source process is referred to as source process knowledge (source knowledge) and knowledge from the target process as target knowledge. Traditional methods require that both types of knowledge should be in the same domain, which can be challenged when the knowledge is generated from different process domains. This limitation greatly restricts the flexible industrial application of most traditional methods. Nevertheless, although the target process may require different recipes and working under different conditions, the underlying physical principles usually remain the same. In this sense, both process domains share certain similarities, which could be used during process analysis, thereby saving time, cost, and effort [21] , [22] . Several studies have been proposed to address this problem. For instance, a latent variable model inverse method was developed for product transfer between two similar plants [23] , where the similarity was considered by selecting the grades with a common covariance structure in the process data. In another study, the process similarity was exploited by scaling down the drifting subspace so old data could be reused together with the corrected data in new calibrations [24] . Moreover, the joint-Y partial least squares approach was applied by introducing the idea of a common score space, which was then applied for product transfer and model transfer monitoring [25] , [26] . Recently, the model migration diagram was proposed and the slope/bias correction strategy was applied for the existing base model in order to accommodate a new similar process [20] , [27] .
Given the analysis above, the core idea of most transfer methods is to find the common (or general) part of the process, and the individual dissimilar parts can then be analyzed individually. However, several issues still need to be solved to ensure the effective and efficient batch process knowledge transfer. The first problem is the similarity assessment issue, which still remains an open question for similarity assessment of the source process and various target processes. Most previous studies directly identified two similar processes without giving a quantitative measure of similarity [20] , [27] . The second problem is the quantitative knowledge representation issue. The classical multiphase batch data modeling techniques tend to capture the statistical variations within each time slice [6] . Apparently, this can be sometimes inefficient because the number of analytical models will be large for long-term sequences. Theoretically, batches collected from the same recipe can also be regarded as coming from similar but not identical processes. Thus, it is necessary to define a flexible method for extracting the quantitative representation or nominal batch in the source recipe while maintaining all of the batch-wise and even recipe-wise variations in a reasonable manner. The third problem is the qualitative knowledge representation issue. Traditional methods are mainly focused on mining the common quantitative knowledge among recipes, whereas they neglect the qualitative information representation. Many previous studies have argued that the transfer justification should depend on the same underlying physical principles, but they rarely gave an explicit canonical form for the specific implementations [23] , [26] , [27] . The final problem is the monitoring issue. Most previous studies have considered product transfer whereas few investigate fault detection and isolation for new processes in the model transfer framework.
To deal with the issues described above, we propose a flexible transfer learning (TL) framework to transfer knowledge from both qualitative and quantitative domains for similar batch process monitoring. A comprehensive flowchart that includes similarity assessing, scaling and mining is then developed. The detailed contributions of this study are summarized as follows. First, we propose a statistical pattern clustering (SPC) diagram for similar condition assessment among various recipes. In this method, the SPC defines the similarity measure in the scope of the quantitative regime, which can be employed for appropriate knowledge transfer. Second, a two-step algorithm is established for transferring quantitative knowledge among the source and targets in each cluster regime. In the first step, phase-based generalized Procrustes analysis (GPA) is applied for nominal batch extraction based on the source recipe. In the second step, ordinary Procrustes analysis (OPA) is utilized for source-target alignment where the quantitative information can be transferred from the source recipe to all of the targets through coordinate systems. The Procrustes nominal batch is then extracted to represent each cluster while maintaining all of the batch-wise variations within the source-target coordinate systems. Third, we propose a novel multiphase Bayesian network (mpBN) approach for batch processes, which can characterize qualitative knowledge by constructing a causal network for the quantitative inference of correlations using conditional probability densities. This approach provides a general formulation for understanding similar batch processes because the causal structure (or physical principles) will remain the same in most cases when the recipe changes. In cases when the structure changes, the dissimilarities will be reflected in the qualitative correlations, which can be accommodated by appropriate knowledge transfer. Thus, the efficiency of understanding similar batch processes can be improved. Finally, a just-intime transfer strategy is proposed for monitoring by searching for historical references to allow for knowledge transfer, along with the fault detection and isolation flowchart based on the knowledge transferred. This method can make full use of similar historical information for monitoring as well as determining the root cause and fault propagation pathways.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the preliminaries are given and the problem formulation is specified. In the methodology section, the detailed strategy are explained for both quantitative and qualitative knowledge construction using the TL framework. The overall monitoring flowchart is then established. In the case study section, we explain the application of the proposed method to an industrial fed-batch penicillin fermentation process. Finally, conclusions are given.
II. PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
In repetitive manufacturing procedures, batch processes can be divided into source processes and target processes. The source batch processes can be designated as frequently manufactured product recipes with a relatively high volume, whereas the target processes are from low-volume products. The source process data can be denoted by a three-way data matrix as
, where I s is the number of source batches, X i s is the ith batch, J s is the number of variables, and K s is the time duration for an entire batch completion. The source process recipe is denoted as R s . Analogously, the target batches from similar processes can be presented as
. Subscripts 's' and 't' in X s and X t stand for 'source' and 'target'. Let R l t represent the target recipe from the lth product and l = 1, 2, . . . , L. For simplicity, we assume that all batches are aligned into the same phase length using methods such as dynamic time warping [28] , and thus K t = K s .
As mentioned above, the process similarity can be used to enhance the efficient understanding of each target process with various recipe changes. Thus, the process similarity concept needs to be clarified. According to a previous study [20] , the similarity representation can be defined with various input-output relationships, such as identical, inclusive, shift, and scale. The definitions for these similarities are omitted here and one can refer to the original literatures for details [19] , [20] . This definition does not consider the similarity from an abstract knowledge level. By affiliating different types of process domain knowledge, we have the following definition.
Definition 1 (Similarity Types): The process similarity can be classified into two categories called the quantitative domain knowledge similarity (type I similarity) and the qualitative domain knowledge similarity (type II similarity).
Obviously, the shift and scale similarity should be regarded as type I similarity whereas the inclusive similarity is type II similarity. Furthermore, for type I similarity only, the qualitative knowledge can be readily transferred without changes. However, for type II similarity, the quantitative knowledge may not be readily transferred due to the potential variable space discrepancies, which will change the correlation structure. Figure 1 illustrates the relationships between the process similarity and corresponding knowledge transfer. According to Fig.1 
III. METHOD FOR PROCESS KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER
In this section, we first give a criterion for similar condition assessment. The knowledge transfer methods are then introduced for type I similarity. Finally, the detailed justification analysis will be presented based on knowledge transfer for type II similarity.
A. SIMILAR CONDITION RECOGNITION
A similarity assessment framework called SPC is developed to distinguish similar conditions (with respect to the source process) from various target recipes. The SPC assumes that the trajectory behavior for each recipe can be characterized by the variance-covariance structure of the relevant statistics from batches, which is called the statistical pattern (SP). A previous study showed that SP can describe the dissimilarities among batches for fault detection [29] . In this study, the SP will be deployed for assessing recipe-wise similarities by clustering. For simplicity, the mean and variancecovariance structures are extracted. In particular, for each source process batch, we have:
where E (.) computes the expectation of variable vector, triu (·) extracts the upper triangular matrix, vec (·) vectorizes the matrix into a vector by column stacking, and SB i s denotes the statistics for the ith batch. Therefore, the SP for the entire source recipe can be combined as:
We can also obtain SP t in the same manner for the target recipe batches. To conduct the similarity assessment, all of the patterns are combined as SP = SP and the principal component analysis can be performed to reduce the analytical dimensions [29] . After then, the k-means clustering is employed to discover the categorical recipe-wise patterns from multiple batch-wise statistical patterns and the elbow criterion will be applied to determine the pattern cluster number [30] . The elbow criterion assumes that we should choose a number of clusters until adding another does not explain much of the data variance [30] , [31] . In order to measure the percentage of variance explained (PVE) with respect to the number of clusters, the elbow criterion is given as the division of the sum of squares between clusters (SSC) by the sum of squares in total (SST):
where C is the cluster number, N c is the number of patterns in cluster c, M c is the cluster mean center, and GM is the global center over all patterns. By assigning different cluster numbers, the optimal number of clusters is selected at the elbow-like point that does not add much to the explanations subsequently. For consistency, please note that only the common variables shared by both the source and target sets should be selected for SPC calculation and similarity assessment. Furthermore, several clusters may be derived after SPC, as shown in Fig.2 . In addition to the old source recipe, the target recipes with dissimilar patterns to the source recipe may be similar to other targets. Thus, we should assign one target recipe as the new source recipe in each SP cluster. Next, recipes in the same cluster are allocated together in order to facilitate knowledge transfer.
B. QUANTITATIVE KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER FOR TYPE I SIMILARITY
After the SPC has been completed, all of the target recipes that share SP similarities (SP similar) with respect to the corresponding source recipe can be collected together. Thus, quantitative knowledge transfer and construction can now be achieved for the recipes with type I similarity. Without loss of generality, we assume that the source recipe can be affiliated with type I targets, and the SP cluster 1 is used as a paradigm for knowledge transfer in the following context. We will consider three types of variations: the phase-to-phase correlation structure variations in each batch, the batch-tobatch variations within the same recipe, and the recipe-torecipe variations within the same SP cluster. Phase-based multidimensional scaling methods called GPA and OPA are proposed to handle these variations. GPA and OPA are used widely in biology and chemistry for estimating the averaged multidimensional data shape as well as exploring the structure of shape variability [32] - [34] . The similarities in data batches are handled by matching and transformation so that each aligned batch is as close as possible in the Procrustes space based on the Euclidean distance. The theory of GPA depends on OPA, so we first explain the OPA method.
Consider any similar batch pair X i s and X j s from the source recipe, and the phase-based OPA makes a specific alignment for each corresponding phase. For simplicity, we assume that the batch processes have already been divided into Q different phases. Let X i s,q and X j s,q denote the qth phase data sequences for both batches with length K s,q . The OPA considers the least squares matching of the two sets using similarity transformations, including dilation, rotation, and translation, in order to minimize the ordinary sum of squares error (OSSE):
where ρ ijq is the scale parameter for dilation, A ijq is a rotation matrix, and γ ijq is the location vector. By taking derivatives and with manipulations, we can infer the best configuration as follows [35] :
where To align the entire source recipe, a bunch of similar batches should be considered simultaneously, where we aim to build the common Procrustes space and the batch-wise similarities are maximized. Such alignment is called GPA [32] . We first perform variable-wise normalization in each phase with the recipe statistics to obtain different variable scales relative to a notionally common scale. It should be noted that in order to maintain the local batch-wise variations, recipe statistics are extracted with the mean and variance based on each phase from a randomly selected batch. For each normalized phaseX s,q , the GPA aims to minimize the following generalized SSE (GSSE) between each batch and the estimated mean:
where CS i s,q = ρ i,q , A i,q , γ i,q is the coordinate system for phase q of the ith batch and X q s,µ is the phase population mean. To minimize the equation, iterations are conducted where the population mean is estimated and the VOLUME 6, 2018 coordinate systems are then updated for mean estimation in the next round. These iterations converge to a minimum value (such as 10 −12 ) very rapidly. The algorithm is simple and one can refer to previous studies for more details [32] , [35] . After GPA alignment, the combined pop-
can be regarded as the nominal representation for the entire recipe. Therefore, we can infer that all useful information in the source recipe has been efficiently compressed in the process domain knowledge, including the Procrustes nominal representation X s,µ , as well as those specified coordinate systems
, which characterize individual batch variations.
The similar alignment can be derived for the recipe-wise variations of the target recipes in one cluster. First, the recipe statistics are calculated by taking the variable-wise normalization for each phase and then the OPA is conducted with respect to X s,µ in order to determine the coordinate systems for each target recipe. Using this method, the knowledge from a nominal batch can be transferred from the source recipe to all of the target recipes under consideration. It should be noted that the normalization process is based on the specific recipe statistics to avoid differences in scale and also to improve the alignment performance.
As the illustrations, the whole quantitative source knowledge transfer flowchart is shown in Fig.3 and the constructed process quantitative domain knowledge in Fig.4 . The same quantitative knowledge transfer procedure can be applied to all the other SP clusters, and thus they are omitted for simplicity.
C. QUALITATIVE KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER FOR TYPE I SIMILARITY
The SPC and quantitative knowledge construction flowchart aim at minimizing the discrepancies of batch-wise/recipewise variations, and extracting the common representation for each SP cluster with type I similarity. For recipes with type I similarity but in different SP clusters, we can further speculate that they are actually generated with the same underlying physical principles. This characteristic indicates that the correlation structure should be unchanged. Therefore, if the intrinsic structure can be explicitly formulated, the transfer of qualitative knowledge is in hand for all of the type I cases. Thus, the Bayesian network (BN) will be proposed for qualitative investigations of correlation structures.
The BN is a state-of-the-art graphical probabilistic model [36] - [38] , which can be defined by a directed acyclic graph (DAG) G = {V , E} comprised by a node set V and an edge set E. Each node represents the random variable X s,µ,j , j = 1, . . . , J s , and the connected directed edges describe the causal relationships. The graph G can be commonly presented with sparse 0-1 matrix form where rows and columns are indexed by variables, and each nonzero entry implies a directed edge connection between the row variable and the column variable. Variables with no parents in the DAG are called root nodes whereas those with no children are leaf nodes. In addition to the qualitative causal relationships, the quantitative causal relationships are specified by conditional probability distributions (CPDs). Let X pa(j) denote the parents of variable X s,µ,j in graph G, then the joint probability distribution of all variables can be factorized using the chain rule as [38] :
where p X s,µ,j |X pa(j) = θ j|pa(j) is the CPD for node j. The Gaussian CPD is used for each continuous variable and
From above equation, we can see that each node is independent of all the non-descendants given its parents. Note that this property greatly simplifies the computational complexity for Bayesian learning and inference [37] .
Based on the definition given above, the BN can be constructed according to two steps: network structure construction and parameter learning. As a critical prerequisite, we should construct a reasonable DAG according to the process knowledge in order to obtain the correct qualitative knowledge representation and transfer. The functional relationships among variables are readily available but several issues still affect modeling for a batch process: 1) defining the parents for all potential nodes; 2) determining the leaf nodes; 3) deciding the node that should be added into the DAG with the highest priority; 4) realizing that the correlations will
Algorithm 1 Bayesian Network Construction
Input: Variable set X s,µ,j and the parents X pa(j) , j = 1, . . . , J s .
Output: DAG G.
Step 1: Initialize the DAG with zeros.
Step 2: Find variable with most parents z = argmax k X pa(k) and add X s,µ,z into DAG.
Step 3: Add each parent of X pa(j) into G and then perform a circle check each time. If any cycles are produced after adding the parent, remove the currently added arc.
Step 4: Remove X s,µ,z from the candidate set. If the set is not empty, then continue to step 2; else, go to step 5.
Step 5: Add a phase indicator node as parents for all nodes and return to G.
change from phase-to-phase; 5) and avoiding cycles in the graph during its construction. Before constructing the BN, we give several definitions and rules.
Definition 2 (Parents): The parents X pa(j) are all manipulated variables and measurement variables that function directly on X s,µ,j during at least one working phase, where
Definition 3 (Leaf Nodes): Leaf nodes are nodes that are not parents to any other nodes.
Rule 1 (Parents Rule): Each parent set X pa(j) will remain unchanged for the entire batch sequence.
Rule 2 (Priority Rule): Nodes with more parents X pa(.) will be added into the DAG with higher priority.
Rule 3 (Cycle Rule): Given a graph G, each non-zero diagonal element of the reachability matrix RM implies the cycle path length, where RM = G + G 2 + · · · + G L and L is the matrix dimension for the current graph. In other words, non-zero diagonals in RM reflect circles.
According to Definition 2 and Rule 1, we assume that the qualitative correlation structure will be the same for all phases whereas the implicated quantitative relationships are allowed to change for each individual phase. This definition complies with the facts and also makes the modeling process economic because we do not have to assign a structure for each phase. Definition 3 defines the leaf nodes. The priority rule gives the sequence for adding nodes and the cycle rule shows how to detect cycles in a graph. Rule 2 is a commonly used rule, which is based on the fact that nodes with more parents are more likely to be leaf nodes, and thus they should be added with higher priority. Under the above definitions and rules, the modeling algorithm for the source recipe is given as Algorithm 1.
Note that the multiphase characteristic is considered by including a discrete node as the phase indicator. Thus, we actually build a mixture of BNs. The qualitative network structure can then be readily assigned for all type I similar clusters. After the structure transfer, the parameter configuration can be estimated based on the related Procrustes nominal batch with the expectation-maximization algorithm by optimizing the log-likelihood function as follows:
The detailed learning procedure can be found in [39] and [40] .
D. KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER FOR TYPE II SIMILARITY
Next, knowledge transfer justification will be analyzed for the type II similarity conditions when we make further knowledge transfers between recipes with different variable spaces. In these cases, the qualitative domain knowledge can be partially transferable for processes that share identical functional principles in common structure domains. However, for the different domains, the original causal structure obtained from the source knowledge is no longer applicable. Therefore, the transfer feasibility should depend on the characteristics of the different domains.
In particular, these differences may comprise a reduced variable space, additional variable space, or combinations of the two. For a reduced variable space, we simply remove the variables from the source structure. The process is more complicated for additional variable spaces, where we simply perform root or leaf node modifications if the additional variables are manipulated variables or output variables. Alternatively, to avoid cycles when adding variables, we can simply make each variable the child node for the functional region. However, this strategy may lead to the disordered causal relationships in the network. Therefore, it is recommended that the network could be reconstructed using Algorithm 1. The same justification analysis should be conducted for cases of discrepancy combinations so as to allow for the reasonable qualitative knowledge transfer.
For quantitative knowledge, the reliability of the source process knowledge will be more vulnerable for type II similarity. The basic requirement is SP similar for the common variable part, and then the quantitative knowledge can be readily transferable for a target recipe with a reduced variable space. However, for other cases, the qualitative correlation structures are revised, so we cannot claim that the quantitative information from the source processes can be used to explain the fundamental phenomena. For example, after adding a manipulated variable, we must update the entire Markov blanket (i.e., children, parents and children's parents) around the new variable in the network, which may be basically equivalent to parameter retraining. Therefore, in our BN framework, if the target recipe does not have a reduced variable space, it is suggested that the quantitative relationships should be retrained with the nominal batch of the cluster. It should also be noted that parameter retraining is efficient with the TL framework because we only update the BN parameters based on the nominal representation instead of the whole recipe trunk. In summary, the knowledge transfer rationalities in Fig. 1 are listed in Table 1 , where the check marks denote readily transferable, the cross marks indicate not transferable, and the circles indicate the need for transfer justification analysis.
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Algorithm 2 Quantitative Knowledge Transfer
Step 1: Perform the similarity assessment: determine the SP similar recipes using k-means clustering and assign a new source recipe in each SP cluster.
Step 2: Perform the transfer justification analysis: for source-target recipe cases with type I similarity, go to step 3; else, go to step 6.
Step 3: For each recipe: calculate the recipe statistics and perform variable-wise normalization.
Step 4: For each source recipe: conduct the GPA alignment, obtain the Procrustes nominal batch and coordinate systems.
Step 5: For each cluster: perform the OPA alignment for each batch in the target recipe and derive the corresponding recipe-wise coordinate systems.
Step 6: End the algorithm.
Algorithm 3 Qualitative Knowledge Transfer
Step 1: Determine the network structure with Algorithm 1 for the old source process.
Step 2: Perform the transfer justification analysis for qualitative knowledge based on Table 1 : if eligible, perform the transfer and go to step 3; else, rebuild the network using Algorithm 1.
Step 3: Perform the transfer justification analysis for quantitative knowledge based on Table 1 : if eligible, perform the transfer and go to step 5; else, go to step 4.
Step 4: Parameter learning with the corresponding cluster nominal batch.
Step 5: End the algorithm.
TABLE 1. Knowledge transfer rationalities (''SPS'' is SP similar, ''SPD'' is SP dissimilar, ''R'' is Reduced, ''A'' is Additional, ''C'' is combination).

E. OVERALL MODELING FLOWCHART
The overall TL modeling flowchart is shown in Fig.5 . Moreover, the step-by-step procedures for knowledge transfer in type I and type II similar conditions are outlined. With the algorithms described above, we can see that compared with traditional strategies where the one-shot modeling is performed for the entire recipe data mass and the repetitive modeling is conducted for each new recipe process, an important property of the proposed TL framework is that we make the similarity assessment to distinguish underlying SPs and then transfer knowledge from different domains for different types of process similarity. In this framework, data information is effectively compressed for very large batches, where we only use the nominal knowledge to achieve a common understanding of the entire recipes while all the batch-wise/recipe-wise discrepancies are retained with coordinate systems. Therefore, the TL framework is flexible, which is beneficial for effective and efficient industrial monitoring applications.
IV. MONITORING WITH mpBN
After the process knowledge has been transferred and constructed, we can now consider the monitoring diagram within the TL framework. To monitor a new target batch X t,new , we first show how to identify the correct coordinate system for knowledge transfer. Then the systematic monitoring diagram is proposed based on mpBN for fault detection and isolation.
A. IDENTIFYING THE CORRECT COORDINATE SYSTEM FOR KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER
To identify the coordinate system, the just-in-time transfer strategy is used to search for the batch reference with the most similar start-ups. The general idea of this method is based on the following important engineering fact. The correct coordinate system should be related to the historical batch that shares most similarity with the new target. In addition, the trajectory of the multiphase batch process will be strongly influenced by the start-up batch setting, which also shapes the remaining evolution of the batch. This property has been validated for various industrial monitoring applications. For example, a soft sensor maintenance study [41] demonstrated that 10-30% fractions of a batch can be sufficient to search for similar counterparts in a historical dataset. In another study [42] , it was suggested that about 10% of the entire batch history should be collected for the adequate monitoring. Therefore, the problem becomes searching for the most similar start-up stage as the main guide for knowledge transfer. Assume that the start-up stage length is given as K start , then the similarity for a new series X start t,new (J s × K start ) over all historical batches can be computed as [43] :
where X start s,i comprises the start-up stage samples from the ith historical batch data. In this method, the batch X s,st with the most similar start-up st = argmax i [sim start (i, new)] is used as the reference. Thus, the affiliated recipe statistics and coordinate systems can be applied for just-in-time knowledge transfer to monitor the entire new target batch.
B. FAULT DETECTION AND ISOLATION
Once the quantitative knowledge has been transferred into the nominal domain, the mpBN should be utilized for fault detection and isolation. First, the log-likelihood index (LLI) is analyzed for fault detection, then the variable faulty index (VFI) and variable contribution index (VCI) are designed for fault isolation. For convenience, the kth observation of the new aligned target batch x cs,k t,new is abbreviated as x k new in the following context. Based on the BN, the LLI for x k new can be estimated as:
where x k new,j is the jth variable and x k new,pa(j) is the parent instance. The LLI can be readily analyzed for anomaly detection because a fault will make the likelihood values decrease. The control limit CL p can be set based on the confidence level (1 − α) 100% in each phase through investigating the nominal batch in each cluster. A fault is detected if several index values fall below the control limit. The widely used kernel density estimator can be employed to estimate the control limit [44] .
The LLI simply defines the occurrence of a fault and it is often more preferable in practice to conduct isolation by further identifying the root cause variable as well as the fault propagation pathways. The isolation framework is further proposed. Let θ j,q = µ j,q , σ 2 j,q , j = 1, . . . , J s , q = 1, . . . , Q denote the conditional probability distribution parameters for X k new,j (the jth variable), which can be extracted from the network configuration after parameter learning. The squared Mahalanobis distance (MD) from the center is as follows.
The distance measure given above exactly follows the Chisquare distribution with one degree of freedom, so we can determine the distance-based probability for each local phase as:
can be obtained by simple integration and it is used to indicate whether the sample is normal or faulty in local phase q. The posterior probability of
Algorithm 4 Monitoring With mpBN
Step 1: For a new batch start-up, apply the just-in-time learning strategy to find the reference batch.
Step 2: For each test data sample, conduct the just-in-time knowledge transfer.
Step 3: Calculate the LLI.
Step 4: If a fault has been detected, go to step 5; else, go to step 2 for the next sample.
Step 5: Calculate the VFI and VCI for each variable.
Step 6: Determine the root cause node via layer-by-layer downstream searching from the root nodes.
Step 7: Perform traversal searching from the root cause node to find the propagation pathway.
Step 8: End the algorithm.
sample x k new,j belonging to phase q can be derived as:
and thus the VFI can be induced as:
In addition, we have 0 ≤ VFI new,j ≤ 1. The upper variable control limit can be set a priori, e.g., 0.99. The number of times that variable j exceed the critical limit can be counted and normalized to compute the VCI as follows. (20) According to the VCI and the causal network, we can conduct root cause identification and fault propagation pathway analysis. In particular, the root cause variable can be found via layer-by-layer downstream searching from the network root nodes until a layer with faulty nodes is detected, and the root cause is defined as the node with the largest VCI in that layer. Next, the propagation pathway can be derived by traversal search starting from the identified root cause node and proceeding to all of the faulty descendants. This procedure can be used to locate the faulty root, to determine the faulty sections, and to comprehensively analyze the abnormal conditions. The step-by-step monitoring process is given in Algorithm 4. We assume that the control limits for each nominal batch have been derived already.
V. CASE STUDY
In this part, the proposed method will be comprehensively evaluated by modeling and monitoring a penicillin production process in a fed-batch fermenter. First, the functional principles of penicillin fermentation are explained. To illustrate the VOLUME 6, 2018 advantages of the proposed method, the TL approach will be validated based on a single source recipe. Next, both types of process similarity are considered to illustrate the overall approach. For convenience, one of the common conditions (C-SPD) for type II similarity will be focused as the paradigm for qualitative knowledge transfer.
A. FUNCTIONAL PRINCIPLES OF PENICILLIN FERMENTATION
In the pharmaceutical industry, filamentous microorganisms are used commercially for producing secondary metabolites such as penicillin [45] . To synthesize this antibiotic, the industrial process usually involves growing the cells in batch culture under fed-batch operations. As the result, the overall fermentation process comprises multiple phases with strong non-Gaussian behaviors. In addition, due to changes in the environment and market demand, the penicillin fermentation process is characterized by strong batch-wise fluctuations and frequent recipe variations. To simulate various conditions, it is assumed that the specific fermentation process is based on the method described by Bajpai-Reuss mechanism [46] . The data batches are generated using a state-of-the-art simulator developed by the Illinois Institute of Technology (http://www.chee.iit.edu/∼cinar/). The simulator is capable of simulating various biochemical production setups, including the substrate, biomass, penicillin, and CO 2 concentrations, as well as key environmental indexes such as the pH value, dissolved oxygen, and generated heat, under different input operational values for the aeration rate, agitator power, and other settings.
The working diagram of the penicillin fermentation process is shown in Fig.6 . The process is started with an initial batch pre-culture phase for biomass growth, which last 40-50 h, and the cell mass then enter the stationary phase for penicillin synthesis. The fed-batch operation is conducted by continuously feeding the glucose substrate into the reactor to maintain cell growth. The penicillin is then generated at an exponential growth rate until the fermentation process reach a stationary condition when the growth is negligible. To collect the data, we set the overall duration of each batch as 500 h and the sampling interval is 0.5 h. Therefore, 1000 samples will be collected from each completed batch. A total of 13 strongly related process variables are considered and the descriptions and configurations are listed in Table 2 . To validate the model, 80 batches have been generated from the source recipe while only 40 batches are collected for each low-volume target recipe. The target recipe R 1 t causes the minor recipe to change into the source one whereas R 2 t is a major recipe change, the recipe R 3 t introduces a minor change in the production culture volume from R 2 t . The minor changes could occur due to process shifting and fine tuning, while the major change may be caused by environmental or market changes, or process updates. To simulate the batch-wise fluctuations, the input culture volume should be randomly sampled from the given interval for each batch of each recipe. Finally, for variable space differences, we will consider the first 12 variables for recipes R s and R 1 t , whereas the feed temperature is replaced with the generated heat indicator for the other recipes. Eleven common variables are marked with the symbol †in the variable column in Table 2 . The Bajpai-Reuss functions among the variables are given in Table 3 , where the relationships have already been arranged based on the numbers of functional parents. 
B. VALIDATION UNDER THE SINGLE SOURCE RECIPE CONDITION
The single source recipe example is considered in this section. According to a previous study [47] , three phases can be defined as: 0-43 h (phase 1: pre-culture), 44-294 h (phase 2: operation) and 295-500 h (phase 3: steady). For the traditional state-of-the-art statistical process monitoring methods, it may be necessary to consider modeling by batchwise unfolding into 1000 time slices, where each slice is formatted as an 80 × 12 matrix and then a specific BN model is constructed for each slice. Such modeling procedure is laborious, inconvenient, and time-consuming. Furthermore, the entire procedure must be repeated once the process recipe has been changed.
As the alternative, the proposed TL framework is applied to make the modeling process more efficient. The phase-based GPA method is first employed for batch-wise alignment and nominal batch representation, thereby the Procrustes nominal batch will be derived which represents the common trajectory for the recipe, along with 80 different coordinate systems which indicate variations from each batch instantiation. After constructing the quantitative knowledge system, the qualitative knowledge system will be built. According to the biological behavior functions in Table 3 , Algorithm 1 is applied and the BN structure obtained is shown in Fig. 7 . The phase indicator is included as a discrete parent for all the nodes. The network parameters are trained with the Procrustes nominal batch. Next, the nominal model is used to monitor the entire recipe space with LLI at a significance level of α = 0.02. For comparison, we have also considered one randomly extracted batch as the ''nominal'' one for monitoring. The results are shown in Fig.8 and Fig.9 , where the nominal batch monitoring results are shown in the left panels and the false alarm rates (FAR) over all 80 batches are shown in the right panels.
Clearly, the randomly selected batch in the original space could not represent the entire recipe due to batch-wise fluctuations. By contrast, the Procrustes nominal batch has obtained a good recipe representation. In fact, it only requires 7.9 s (Intel Core i5 2.2 GHz with 8 GB memory) for the overall phase-based GPA alignment with the source recipe. Most of the false alarms are due to the transition characteristics between two phases. Nevertheless, the FAR values are acceptable for practical applications which indicate the effectiveness of the process domain knowledge. Next, to validate the fault detection and isolation performance under various input conditions, the entire phase 1 is regarded as the start-up phase and three faults are introduced, as shown in Table 4 . In addition, the first three cases in Table 5 were used to evaluate the monitoring performance with the process domain knowledge. The detailed results with the FARs and fault detection rates (FDRs) are given in Table 6 . The results imply that the just-in-time transfer mechanism is feasible for retrieving reference batch based on similarity searches of start-ups, and the domain knowledge transferred from the reference batch can be employed effectively for monitoring processes with batch-wise variations. Without loss of generality, the VCIs are investigated for all the faults in case 3 and results are shown in Fig.10 . As additional illustrations, the VFIs for fault 3 are also shown in Fig.11 . As shown in Fig.10 , the root causes for fault 1 and fault 2 have been directly identified as the aeration rate and agitator power, respectively. For fault 3, by investigating the network, it is implied that X 3 is the root cause node. As the result, we use fault 3 as the example for fault propagation pathway analysis. Based on the defined search diagram using Algorithm 4, the fault propagation pathways are inferred as: 3 → {5, 7, 8} and 7 → 10. The propagation pathways are complied with the ground truth because this fault reduced the biomass growth and the expected penicillin concentration, which also indirectly affected the CO 2 concentration.
Based on the validation experiments, we can make three important conclusions as follows. First, the TL diagram considers the batch-wise similarity matching and alignment which provides an effective and efficient modeling framework for voluminous batch processes understanding within the same recipe. Second, as a general probabilistic paradigm, the mpBN can be applied to industrial batch processes to obtain effective qualitative knowledge representations. Third, the proposed just-in-time transfer mechanism and systematic monitoring flowchart can be effectively used for fault detection, root cause diagnosis, and fault pathway identification.
C. VALIDATION WITH TYPE I SIMILARITY CONDITIONS
Next, we will consider the modeling conditions with multiple recipes as given in Table 2 . As aforementioned, to achieve the successful knowledge transfer, it is necessary to make a similarity assessment using SPC. Thus, all of the target recipes have been stacked sequentially with the source recipe. The k-means clustering is then performed based on the 11 common variables and the results analyzed by the elbow rule are shown in Fig.12 .
It can be found that two clusters will be suitable as the increase in PVE becomes negligible for more clusters. In addition, we can determine that the target recipe 1 (batches 81-120) should be SP similar to the old source recipe, and target recipes 2 (batches 121-160) and 3 (batches 161-200) should belong to the same SP cluster. Therefore, the results indicate that the first target recipe can be aligned with the source domain knowledge without excess nominal representations. To make the alignment, the recipe statistics are first calculated to make the normalization. Next, the phase-based OPA is used to align each batch with the Procrustes nominal batch. The monitoring results for the entire recipe (before and after OPA alignment) are shown in Fig. 13 . It can be easily seen that the new entire recipe R 1 t has been well aligned in the Procrustes space of the source recipe.
In order to validate the monitoring performance with the updated domain knowledge, the first three cases will be considered from Table 5 , and the Algorithm 4 is applied for monitoring. The results are shown in Table 7 . The retraining method is also considered for comparison. Table 7 shows that comparable results are obtained using both methods. However, with the retraining method, only batch-wise similarities could be utilized and the recipe-wise similarities are neglected, which in turns should require more time and efforts. The total times required for process domain knowledge updating with TL and the retraining method are shown in Table 8 , i.e., about 3 s for the GPA procedure, 48 s for parameter learning, and 7 s for setting the control limits in model retraining, whereas the proposed TL method is more efficient and it only requires 0.24 s for knowledge transfer in all 40 batches.
The fault isolation results are not shown here as the performance level is the same as that for the source recipe case given above. Therefore, we can conclude that the laborious modeling of type I similar processes will be reduced significantly by mining the underlying similar characteristics from both the batch-wise and recipe-wise dimensions.
D. VALIDATION WITH TYPE II SIMILARITY CONDITIONS
Finally, we consider recipes R 2 t and R 3 t where they both share the type II similarity with R s and R 1 t . Transfer justification analysis should be considered since different correlation structures will be induced after removing variable X 4 and adding variable X 13 . According to Table 3, X 13 is the descendent of X 7 and X 9 , which could be added as a leaf node in the network. Therefore, according to the previous analysis, the qualitative knowledge in the network structure can be readily transferable for modeling the two target recipes. The updated model structure is shown in Fig.14 where the changed part is marked in red. It can be seen that the other parts still remain the same and hence the process qualitative knowledge could be updated efficiently from the historical knowledge domain.
The clustering results in Fig.12 tell that the two recipes should belong to the SP similar along with type I similarity. If we consider R 2 t as the new source recipe, the quantitative knowledge from R 2 t is now transferrable for modeling and monitoring the target recipe R 3 t . Thus, algorithms 2 and 3 are employed for nominal batch representation and batch-wise/recipe-wise knowledge transfer, respectively. After then, the Procrustes nominal batch from R 2 t is used for monitoring both recipes, and the results are shown in Fig. 15 . It can be easily judged that both recipes have been well aligned under the nominal representation and the FARs are at suitable levels for all of the batches. It should be noted that the time required for the alignment of R 3 t is also negligible with only 0.29 s. This result is consistent with the conclusion in the previous section.
Once the qualitative and quantitative process domain knowledge have been established for the new recipes, the monitoring will be performed by introducing different faults as defined in Table 4 . In this validation experiment, the introduction time of the faults is changed to 200 operating hours. The fault detection results for initial cases 4-8 are listed in Table 9 . Among them, the root cause diagnosis results for case 8 are shown in Fig.16 . The new recipe with transferred knowledge obtain comparable monitoring and diagnosis results in all cases. In addition, we can easily infer that fault 3 has been caused by the substrate feed and the propagation pathways are 3 → {5, 7, 8}, {5, 7} → 6, and 7 → 10. These results agree with the actual conditions.
In this case, the overall pathways are slightly different from those in the example of section B as the dissolved oxygen has also been reported as abnormal. This is reasonable because the dissolved oxygen concentration during fermentation is directly affected by the substrate and biomass concentrations. The isolation results indicate that the same fault results in different impact areas under various operating conditions. Therefore, we can conclude that the mpBN provides a flexible paradigm for transferring qualitative knowledge for understanding similar batch processes, thereby facilitating efficient modeling and monitoring in practical industrial engineering.
VI. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOKS
In this study, a systematic TL framework has been proposed for understanding similar batch processes on the basis of both qualitative and quantitative domain knowledge. The basic idea involves utilizing the similarity of constructed process domain knowledge so as to improve the efficiency of batch process monitoring in spite of those changes in recipes and working conditions. This study makes several contributions. First, we have developed the SPC scheme for similarity assessment. The assessment can distinguish two types of quantitative patterns that allow for different transfer techniques to be performed depending on the type of qualitative similarity. For the type I similarity case, a quantitative knowledge transfer framework has been efficiently established for SP similar recipes using phase-based GPA and OPA. For the SP dissimilar and type II similarity cases, a Bayesian network transfer approach has been proposed, along with the transfer justification analysis on process differences. Therefore, similarities from batch-wise and recipe-wise directions can be considered and the process domain knowledge has been employed for the effective monitoring of different batch working scenarios. Subsequently, we have proposed a just-intime transfer scheme for making the correct knowledge transfer using historical references. Fault detection and isolation strategies are also established, which can be used to judge the root causes of process malfunctions, and also to determine the propagation pathways in an explicit manner. With this strategy, the operators can make rapid responses and take the necessary measurements.
For outlooks, some areas may be considered in future research. First, in this study, we have assumed that an equal batch length and time-wise alignment are necessary for accommodating unequal length batches. However, it would be interesting to investigate how to perform time-wise, batchwise, and recipe-wise similarity alignments simultaneously. Second, due to several restrictions caused by BN, the knowledge transfer for type II similarity is only efficient under certain conditions, whereas other similar cases cannot be well handled in the current framework. Third, due to the nonGaussian behaviors, the BN construction should involve well selected components for different phases. The component selection is necessary so as to achieve better monitoring performances. Finally, one can speculate that in some occasions the fault pathway can only be recovered from the approximately correct scope while some indirectly affected node are still unexplored. For example, the fault 3 in Fig.16 may also affect generated heat. Such issue may be due to the errors from the BN modeling. For modeling, only one static BN is utilized for each phase which should be suboptimal for those non-Gaussian and dynamic conditions. Therefore, it should be interesting to further develop a more generalized BN prototype. Thus, efforts are still required to improve the efficiency of modeling and monitoring for similar batch processes. YUAN 
